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Construction Management Breadth 
 

In every project, the initial design and the end result are usually very different.  One main 
reason for this drastic change in a project is the budget.  Unfortunately, each and every 
project has a budget which affects the many different disciplines involved.  Sometimes, a 
very tight spending budget can run the entire project.  This is the reason I have chosen to 
perform a cost analysis based on my redesign. 
 
My study involves the contractor costs for the existing luminaires compared to the 
contractor costs for the lighting redesign.  I controlled the study to involve only the 
interior fixtures involved with the main lobby, black-box theater, and the 3100 research 
cluster.  I received these estimates by contacting various vendors and reps for contractor 
cost pricing on these various fixtures.  These costs will be about 30% more for the owner 
because of mark-ups by the architect, designer, and distributor.  I have also done a labor 
and installation cost analysis based on R.S. Means for 2005 for all the spaces I mentioned 
as well as the entire courtyard redesign.  This will give an idea for the total costs involved 
with purchasing and installing these fixtures.   
 
Existing Conditions 
 

 
 
This shows the existing fixtures currently installed in the three interior spaces I 
redesigned.  The total contractor cost for these spaces is about $79,133.00.  These do not 
include the ballasts or lamps for the fixtures.   
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Redesign Conditions 
 

 
 
This table shows my redesigned budget.  The fixtures highlighted in light blue are the 
custom fixtures I added to the spaces.  Since these are custom designs, I estimated the 
prices of these fixtures by talking to professionals and manufacturers about rough costs 
for parts.  Much of this was very broad and not precise which is why I also calculated a 
cost for the redesign not including the custom fixtures. 
 
As you can see, the total contractor cost for these redesigned spaces is about $107,173.00.  
Without the custom fixtures, the total contractor cost is about $83,473.00.  I had predicted 
my redesign would be more expensive based purely on my imaginary budget and the 
freedom to design custom fixtures and use any manufacturers I pleased.  Though 
expensive, without using any custom fixtures, a difference of only about $5000 on the job 
is not a significant amount compared to the total cost.   
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Labor and Installation Costs 
 

 
 
Using the R.S. Means Cost Estimating Book for 2005, I estimated the cost for labor and 
installation and a rough amount of hours and days it will take for 1 electrician, or 2 in 
some cases, to complete the installation of these redesigned fixtures.  This gives an 
estimate for the owner and contractor as to how much money is needed for just installing 
lighting fixtures in 4 spaces.  This gives reason to why MEP construction costs are very 
high and take up about 25% of the total project cost. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Through this analysis, I learned the true value of fixtures and the savings involved using 
the different types and different manufacturers for particular sources.  I expected the 
outcome to be high with my custom fixtures, but only spent about $5000 more without 
custom fixtures.  This, in turn, can show using light in creative ways can really save on 
cost without using expensive fixtures.  Labor and installation costs were a lot higher than 
I expected, but can add reason to the high cost for any building. 


